Abstract. In this paper, an image de-hazing method based on dark channel prior is discussed. Based on the atmospheric model and physical theory, an improved KPCA method will be used to optimize transmission function instead of filter method before. Meanwhile, a progressive traversal method will be used for estimation of atmospheric light. Also, color domain correction will be added after obtaining the restored image for a better consistency with human visual properties. For different types of fog, such as water-fog in Macau, the method can show a great result.
Introduction
Image dehazing is a popular technology which had made great progress these years. Since 2008, Tan [1] and Fatla [2] , respectively, proposed a dehazing algorithm based on thepriori hypothesis, this idea has become the research hotspots in dehazing area. So far, a large number of researchers have proposed a variety of image dehazing algorithms based on priori hypotheses. The most famous one is image dehazing method based on dark channel prior proposed by He in 2009. Although the principle is simple, the method can accurately estimate the transmittance intensity of different regions in the fog image and obtain a good dehazing effect, which was awarded as the best paper of CVPR in 2009. Nowadays, the algorithm is used in many dehazing fields, but the results can be dissimilar with different range of transmittance values.
KPCA is a complete mathematical theory, while the most important part in dark-channel prior is a physical model named Atmospheric Scattering Model. The combination of mathematical model and physical model is expected to show a better result in image enhancement. 
Here, β is the atmospheric scattering coefficient. After integration and the assumption that the particles in the air are evenly distributed, we can get:
This is the result of Reflected Light Recession Model. When the particle content in the air is higher, the scattering effect makes the air become a " light source ". The farther away from the scene, the more ambient light is collected, and the higher the brightness of the image. We can simplify this model to a mathematical model [3] (Fig.1) .
Assuming that the ambient light intensity at infinity is constant k, the luminous flux can be written as: dI x, λ dVkβ λ dωx dxkβ λ (3) According to the rules proposed by Allard in 1876, two formulas can get below:
After integration and the assumption that d is infinity, we use Ea (d,λ) to represent the intensity of atmospheric light in a certain distance:
E λ 1 e (6) According to the atmospheric scattering model, we can get the final model formula:
E λ e E λ 1 e (7) We simplify the formula for simple calculation [4] : I x J x t x A 1 t x (8) I is the known haze picture, J is the original picture which need restoration, while the t and A are parameters. Therefore, we change single image dehazing into the calculation of transmissivity t and atmospheric light A.
The dark channel prior is based on the following observation on haze-free outdoor images: in most of the non-sky patches, at least one color channel has very low intensity at some pixels. In other words, the minimum intensity in such a patch should have a very low value [5] . Formally, for an image J, we define: 
